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Abstract

A QoS restoration scheme for VP-based ATM network is proposed and its related
characteristics are evaluated. The proposed scheme is a state-independent restora-
tion scheme using a disjoint path group. A VP assignment and capacity planning
problem using disjoint path group are formulated. When a failure occurs, failed
working VPs are switched to protection paths with the same QoS level using a
simple and fast restoration algorithm. The simulated restoration characteristics of
the proposed algorithm are presented. A scheme of excess capacity assignment to
protection path for dynamic traffic demands is also presented and analyzed.
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1.  Introduction

   To minimize the service disruption caused by link or node failures, many pro-
tection and restoration schemes have been presented and developed [1]. In particu-
lar, a restoration mechanism using ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and
WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) technology has been studied actively,
and this technology will replace the current solution of SONET (Synchronous Op-
tical Network) or SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy)-based restoration mecha-
nism. The advantage of the ATM restoration is that higher restoration throughput
can be obtained at relatively low cost by the effective use of spare link capacity [2].
In addition, efficient QoS (Quality of Service) restoration is possible in ATM resto-
ration [11]. In the future, WDM-based protection and restoration technology will
be used more widely [1].

   Restoration mechanism can be classified into several ways by which layer de-
tects and performs restoration mechanism, what restoration algorithm is used be-
tween the restoration processing layer of each failed path, and what mechanism is
prepared for enhancing the whole network restoration throughput. From many
elements of restoration schemes, the most important thing is the fast restoration
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with simple restoration algorithm. This is because in current technology, the
switching and restoration time of network facility is very low as compared to re-
commended restoration goal [1].

   This paper introduces the protection and restoration scheme for VP (Virtual
Path)-based ATM networks and evaluates a proposed protection scheme. For sim-
ple and fast restoration of failed connections, link disjoint or node disjoint VP
groups (DVPG) are utilized here. More than two disjoint VP groups for the work-
ing and protection route are prepared. When a failure occurs, failed working VPs
are switched to protection VPs of disjoint path groups with a simple restoration
algorithm.

   The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces current ATM restora-
tion architecture. In section 3, capacity planing problem with disjoint path group
concepts is formulated. Restoration algorithm is discussed in section 4. In section 5,
simulation results of proposed scheme are presented. A scheme for the variation of
the traffic demands is presented in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2.  Network Survivability Architecture and Performance

2.1 Network survivability architecture

   High reliability of the transport function should be achieved to protect a net-
work against failure and overload. Network survivability is defined as the set of
network capabilities that allow a network to restore affected traffic in the event of a
failure. Survivability architecture includes both protection switching and network
restoration architecture type [3]. Protection makes use of pre-assigned capacity
between nodes. Restoration makes use of any capacity available between nodes. In
general, the algorithms used for restoration involve rerouting. In ITU-T I.311, these
categories are further subdivided into protection switching, selfhealing and re-
routing and these classes are defined as follows [4]:

• Protection switching: Protection switching is the establishment of a pre-
assigned replacement connection automatically by means of equipment
without the NMC (Network Management Center) function. The equipment
may either reside in the connecting or terminating points of related VP-level.

• Rerouting: Rerouting is the establishment of a replacement connection by the
NMC function. When a connection failure occurs, the replacement connection
is routed depending on network resources available at that time.

• Selfhealing: Selfhealing is the establishment of a replacement connection by
network without the NMC function. When a connection failure occurs, the re-
placement connection is found by the network elements and rerouted depend-
ing on network resources available at that time.

   Protection and restoration scheme may be centralized or distributed by the
control scheme. Restoration by distributed network control architecture is based on
either management plane or control plane network protocols. In centralized net-
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work control architecture, restoration is accomplished by a network operation or
management system. There are three general categories of topologies for protection
architectures: point-to-point (linear), ring, and mesh. Protection switching is a dis-
tributed scheme used in linear or ring architecture. Selfhealing is a distributed
scheme used in ring or mesh architecture. Rerouting is a centralized scheme used in
mesh topology.

   The protection network resource allocation policy refers to how network re-
source is allocated for protection usage. It may be dedicated or acquired on-
demand from available resources. Two attributes of the protection connection are
considered: route and bandwidth. There are three feasible policies that are consid-
ered [5].

• Dedicated: the route and bandwidth of the protection entity are pre-allocated.
When a network impairment occurs, the network protection procedure is ex-
ecuted only at the end nodes supporting the protection entity.

• Semi-dedicated: Only the route of the protection entity is pre-allocated. Band-
width of the protection entity is allocated from the available network capacity
on a real-time basis. When a network impairment occurs, a bandwidth alloca-
tion procedure (e.g., under CAC procedure) is executed at the end nodes and
all intermediate nodes supporting the protection entity.

• On-demand: The route and bandwidth of the protection entity are allocated
from the available network resources on a real-time basis. When a network
impairment occurs, a procedure for determining and allocating (e.g., under
CAC procedures) the protection entity route and bandwidth from available
network resources is executed by the network.

   Protection involves the assignment of an alternative route with dedicated
bandwidth assignment. In the event of a network impairment affecting the working
route, a distributed management protocol is invoked to realize switchover. Re-
storation may be executed under the auspices of centralized control (re-
configurable networks), or it may involve either distributed control or management
procedures (selfhealing networks). In both cases, resources may be semi-dedicated
whereby the alternate route is predetermined but the bandwidth is assigned “on-
demand” following fault detection, or both the route and the bandwidth may be
assigned in real time (“on-demand”). The simplest protection architecture has one
dedicated protection entity for each working entity. The most complex protection
architecture has m protection entities shared amongst n working entities. When
restoration is used, some percentage of the transport network capacity will be re-
served for rerouting working traffic.

   Depending on the location where traffic rerouting is performed, the restoration
strategies can be categorized into three classes: local (line) restoration, regional
(segment) restoration and end-to-end (path) restoration. When a node or link fails,
the local restoration scheme dispatches alternate routes between the two neighbor
nodes of the failed node or link, and reroutes all affected traffic around the failed
node or link. In end-to-end restoration scheme, failed VPs are switched to alternate
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routes established between their respective source and destination nodes. In region-
al restoration scheme, alternate routes are searched in sub-network or segment
where node or link failed. Local-to-end restoration scheme is another features of
regional restoration scheme. End-to-end restoration scheme is more advantageous
than local restoration in required spare capacity for restoration, but is more com-
plex and exhaustive in network resources, and the restoration speed can be slow.
Regional restoration scheme compromises all of these. Figure 1 illustrates local,
regional, and end-to-end restoration example [6].

 R eg io n a l R esto ra tion

 

 

L o ca l R esto ra tio n

E n d-to -end  R esto ra tio n

L o ca l- to -en d  R esto ra tio n

Figure 1: Restoration strategy

2.2 Network protection performance

   From the user’s perspective, an outage of the network can be represented by the
following three major features: Unservability (U), Duration (D), Weight (W) [13].
Depending on the values of the (U, D, W) triple, network outages may be classified
as catastrophic, major, or minor. Survivability framework can be classified into
physical, system, logical, and service layers by survivability technique and surviv-
ability measurement can be defined at each layer [7][13]. Performance objectives
need to be defined for the ATM network survivability architectures and mecha-
nisms. For more available and useful application, the performance of ATM network
survivability architectures and mechanisms can be characterized in terms of de-
fect/failure detection time, protection switching/restoration completion time, and
restoration ratio (defined as the ratio of the restored working traffic to the impaired
working traffic) [7].

• Network impairment detection indication time: This is the time it takes to de-
tect and indicate the presence of a network impairment

• Network impairment confirmation time: This is the time it takes to confirm the
persistence of the network impairment. This time allows lower layer protection
actions to be completed

• Network Protection switching completion time: This is the time it takes to
restore traffic (for a given protection capability) on the impaired entity to the
protection entity once a decision to protect has been taken (i.e., at the end of
the network impairment confirmation time).

• Network protection capability: The network protection capability refers to the
percentage of impaired traffic that is to be protected within a given time.

   Survivability requirements for a broadband network should be consistent with
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service availability requirements. Most services are impacted in the 2 to 10 seconds
restoration time. For example, in the 2 to 10 seconds range, circuit switched calls
may be dropped, private line and packet disconnects may be experienced, and data
session time outs may occur. Restoration times will be more critical for some
broadband services than others, but in general, data calls should not be dropped,
retries should be avoided, lost data should be allowed to be recovered, and exces-
sive retransmission should be avoided. Assuming that broadband networks will be
supporting narrowband, high-speed, and other existing services via ATM, as well
as new broadband applications, potential broadband network restoration times are
recommended as listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Potential Broadband Network Recovery Time Target [5]

Service Class Time Targets Restoration Times

Critical 1 < 50 ms

2 50 ms < to < 200 ms
Essential

3 200 ms to < 2 sec

Basic 4 2 sec to < 10 sec

Economy 5 10 sec to < 5 min

General 6 > 5 min

   Critical services could include signaling, the transfer of monetary funds, and
telemedicine applications. Interactive application which is sensitive to delay such
as video teleconferencing may fall into essential service class. A VOD (Video On
Demand) service that retrieves recorded video programs may be classified into a
basic services. Services supporting e-mail or voice messaging could be classified as
economy classes. General service is a category for traffic that is unprotected or
traffic that is protected with mechanisms that have slower restoration times than the
other service classes.

   In current technology, equipment may not support restoration time target for all
services. To meet the restoration goal, it is recommended that we must design sim-
ple algorithm with a minimum set of restoration messages, and enhance equipment
performance by using a new technology such as parallel processing architectures.
And, VPG (Virtual Path Group) concept may enhance the restoration time per-
formance. VPG is a logical bundle of one or more ATM VP network and/or sub-
network connections that share the same transmission path(s) within the protected
domain [8]. Also, it would be useful that different survival architecture is used
based on the demand distribution, network connectivity, and demand growing con-
ditions [1]. Considering the general performance of survival architecture classes,
the protection or restoration speed is expected to be the fastest for the architectures
with dedicated protection resources and slowest for the ones with on-demand pro-
tection resource allocation. Protection or restoration speeds for architectures with
centralized control are expected to be slower than architectures with distributed
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control.

   There can be exists that more than one restoration scheme is deployed. To ac-
commodate the coexistence of multiple layers of restoration, an appropriate escala-
tion strategy must be prepared. Other considerations beyond of these are often
important to assess network survivability techniques. These are failure types for
which network survivability technique can restore, amount of traffic rerouted with
restoration process, required spare capacity for restoration. Restoration signal rate,
message size, stability that is ability to predict the response of the restoration
method to variations or perturbations in the network parameters, ability to inter-
work, implementation requirement are also important considerations [9].

3.  Working and Protection VP Capacity Assignment

   All VPs in networks have their own QoS classes. QoS parameters for ATM
networks are Cell Delay Variation (CDV), Maximum Cell Transfer Delay
(maxCTD), Cell Loss Ratio (CLR), Cell Error Ratio (CER), Maximum Cell Rate
(maxCR), Available Cell Rate (AvCR), and Cell Rate Margin (CRM). All VCs
(Virtual Channels) in a VP has same QoS classes in our network model. Each VP is
restored with a VP having the same QoS level. The network is modeled to graph G
= (N, L, C), where N is the node set, L is the link set, and C is the cost. Let Q be the
set of QoS with level 1 to |Q|. If P be the set of all VPs in the network, P is then
divided into )( qPP =  according to QoS classes Qq∈ .

   Let ),( dsw =  in W be a pair of nodes, wπ  be the traffic demand of w and wP
be the path set for pair w. wπ  is composed of several traffic QoS demands

)( q
ww ππ = . Let q

wP  be the path set for q
wπ , then q

wP  is a subset of wP  and qP .
These are also subsets of P . A path q

iwp ,  of q
wP  is restored by another link or

node disjoint path q
kwp ,  of q

wP  for path index )(, kiKki ≠∈ . q
wP  is divided into

the disjoint path group )( ,aq
w

q
w PP =  where a is an element of the set A with a value

of 1 to |A| and has the property of Φ=∩ bq
w

aq
w PP ,, , )(, baAba ≠∈∀

   Each link capacity is composed of a working capacity, a protection capacity,
and an idle capacity. Each working and protection capacity is composed of
multiple QoS traffic classes. We assume statistical multiplexing between same QoS
classes, but no statistical multiplexing between diferrent QoS classes. But assuming
unit cost function, the cost of each link is the sum of working and protection
capacities. The problem of restoration network VP planning is the minimization of
the total working and protection VP cost.

 Problem (P) = Min∑ +
l

ll SF )(  = Min∑∑ +
l q

q
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q
l SF )( , LlQq ∈∀∈∀ ,  (1)
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  where

   q
kwp , , q

kwf ,  : k’th path and flow of QoS class q for ),( dsw=  pair.

   aq
kw

,
,α  : 1 if path q

kwp ,  is a path of set aq
wP , , 0 otherwise.

   aq
w

,φ  : 1 if path set aq
wP ,  is used for working path, 0 otherwise.

   aq
w

,ϕ  : 1 if path set aq
wP ,  is used for protection path, 0 otherwise.

   q
lkw ,,δ  : 1 if link l is a member of q

kwp , , 0 otherwise.

   q
nkw ,,γ  : 1 if node n is a member of path q

kwp , , 0 otherwise.

   Equation (1) is the objective function for minimizing network working and
protection costs. Equations (2) and (3) are the definition of working and spare ca-
pacities for each link l  and QoS class q, and equation (4) is link capacity con-

straints. Demand flow constraints for working and protection of each node pair w
and QoS Class q are in (5) and (6). As can be seen from equation (7), working

VPs are utilizing paths of one VP group among many defined path groups, and
others are used for protection paths. Equations (8) and (9) represent link and node
disjoint constraints.

   This problem is a planning method of jointly considering working and
protection cost at the same time. If we think only protection path or working path
planning, we can obtain by considering only related parameter from above equation.
Also, above problem is the case of path protection planning scheme. There can be
exist other design formulation with line protection scheme, path protection without
the disjoint constraints, and other schemes using released failed working capacity
for other restoration path [10], or total reconfiguration of the entire network path
[11].
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4.  Restoration Algorithm

4.1 Basic Steps for Restoration

   As illustrated in Figure 2, network restoration can be accomplished through six
basic steps in response to a network failure within the four survivability network
layers:

Detection

Notification

Identification

Path Selection

Rerouting

Fault Isolation

Repair

Normalization

Reconfiguration ProcessRepair Process

Figure 2: Restoration procedure [9]

   When a link or node fails, neighbor node or NMC detects this. Notification of
the network failure passed through the control architecture. Under a centralized
scheme this means notifying the central operations support system or controller of
the failure, either from the network element directly or via another operations sup-
port system for network surveillance. Under distributed control, this means notify-
ing the other network elements via the links connecting network elements or a
separate data communications network.

   After the notification step, two parallel processes begin: (i) repair of the failed
components, and (ii) reconfiguration of affected traffic. These steps can be applied
to implementing most network survivability techniques, although some of the steps
may not be necessary. Also note that some combinations of the steps may be iter-
ated. For example, the path selection and rerouting steps may be iterated for each
demand that is rerouted.

   Under the repair process, the identification or location of the network failure is
performed at fault isolation process. Next, the effort to repair the network failure to
allow normalization of the network is performed.

   Under the reconfiguration process, the affected demands are identified for re-
routing. Then, path selection is performed by the selecting of an alternate path for
each demand to be rerouted, either through data look-up or other algorithm. In
flooding restoration scheme, restoration messages are overflowed and thus reduces
the restoration throughput. Some efficient algorithms that minimize the message
and achieve good results are presented [6][14]. Next, rerouting for the affected
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demands to an alternate path is performed.

   Normalization is detection of the repair of the network failure and the return to
the normal state of the network. This normalization could include rerouting of
affected demands to new or original routes.

4.2 Restoration algorithm for disjoint path group protection

   When a node or link fails, all paths passing this failed link or node must be
recovered in a short time. When a signal fails to come in from a link, the link or
neighboring node of that link would be failed. As soon as these failures are de-
tected, the node sends a VP-AIS (Alarm Indication Signal) message to the destina-
tion ends of all VPs passing the failed link or node. When it receives this message,
destination end node of failed working VP (dst) sends a restoration request mes-
sage to the preassigned protection route. The intermediate node of this protection
route processes this message and sends it to the next node of the protection route.
In all intermediate nodes, resources for protection route are already prepared, and
only set the exact VPI numbers and resources to the activated protection route, so
the processing time can be minimal. If we can preserve protection VPI number
with zero bandwidth as we can, it would be more useful. Finally, the source end
node of failed working VP (src) processes the restoration request message and
immediately switches the failed working path to this protection route. When send-
ing cells to this new activated backup route, the VP end node sets a CLP (Cell Loss
Priority) bit to 1 to avoid congestion when more link or node fails than that of pre-
pared backup capability. When a congestive state exists in the network nodes, the
cells with a CLP bit set are dropped first, therefore the network can exit from con-
gestion immediately [2].

VP-AIS

VP-AIS

Restoration Request

Restoration Request

Restoration Request

(src)(dst)
n1

n4n3

n2

working path

working path

protection path

protection path

failure

failure

(dst)(src)

Figure 3: Restoration with 2 link failures (|A|=3)

   If the alternate disjoint path group numbers (|A|) are set to 2 in VP assignment
problem, the network can be fully protected from one link or one node failure. In
addition, if the alternate disjoint path group numbers are set to 3 like Figure 3, the
network can be saved from simultaneous two links or two nodes failures. In this
scheme, the end node of the failed path sends a restoration request message to the
other two protection routes. The other end nodes switch the failed path to the pro-
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tection path in which the message arrived first or has better quality.

   A proposed restoration scheme is a state-independent restoration scheme
without considering the failure location by the use of a disjoint path group (DPG).
The method of disjoint path groups for working and protection path increases the
protection cost as compared to the state-dependent method. In the state-dependent
restoration scheme, working and protection paths do not need to be fully link dis-
jointed or node disjointed [12]. Many protection routes exist as with many failure
scenarios and require more information and memory and more reserved VPI num-
bers. Identifying the failure location takes time varying on the implementation
environment and technology. For simple and fast restoration, a link or node disjoint
path group scheme has been chosen, and thus eliminates the consideration of any
failure scenarios. In some cases, it would be more efficient if we switch all flow of
one working group of one class of a source destination pair to the protection path,
but the connections will experience out of synchronous in a short duration.

5. Simulation Results of Proposed Restoration Algorithm

   The protection costs of various protection schemes were evaluated. The alter-
nate disjoint group number of 2 and 3 for link failure protection and 2 for node
failure protection were simulated. The simulated networks are grid and full mesh
networks comprised of 3 to 64 nodes. The node disjoint protection scheme shows
some 0-5% higher costs than the link disjoint protection scheme. Also, the link
disjoint protection scheme with |A|=3 shows approximately a 10-20% higher costs
than the link disjoint scheme with |A|=2.
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  Figure 4: Restoration characteristics

   The restoration characteristics of the proposed protection scheme with some
protection alternatives were evaluated. The restoration characteristics of various
scheme such as (a)link disjoint with |A|=2, (b)link disjoint with |A|=3, and (c)node
disjoint with |A|=2 are shown in Figure 4. Simulated network is a grid network
with 25 nodes and 50 links. In this figure, failure type and number of failed VPs of
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each cases are (a)one link failure with failure of 40 VPs, (b)two link failure with
failure of 66 VPs, and (c)one node failure with failure of 86 VPs. Processing time
of one restoration message in a node is set to 1 unit (tics) in SLAMSYSTEM
simulation packages. Restoration of failed VPs requires time for processing re-
storation messages. From this figure, one link failure case is faster than other two
cases because total generated restoration message is small. Node failure case is the
slowest because many failed VPs issues a lot of restoration messages. As the failed
number of VPs increases, the number of generated restoration message increases,
thus the network restoration time increases. So, when the numbers of failed VPs
are same, the algorithm with smaller restoration messages will be faster. Reduction
of the restoration messages reduces the network restoration time.

6. Protection Capacity for Dynamic Traffic Demands

   When the traffic demand changes, the bandwidth of the working and protection
path must be changed accordingly. The bandwidth is changed to maintain the cell
level QoS in a VC and the blocking probability of the VCs in each VPs to the ac-
ceptable level [15][19]. In the pre-determined interval, restoration manager of
NMC re-computes the changed traffic demand with call blocking probability, and
reconfigures the route and capacity of the VPs in network. For maximizing net-
work revenue under acceptable call blocking rate, we must prepare the scheme for
the variation of network traffic demands. For traffic variation during the day, we
can prepare several VP tables with each times for each SD pair [16]. Surely, pro-
tection path and capacity tables must be prepared with working VP tables. In our
schemes using VPG concept, path and flow changes can be occurred more fluently
because we can planned so that the traffic change occur within a VPG. Then, each
node varies VP traffic as of load balancing scheme. Also, we must prepare traffic
adaptation scheme between preplanned time intervals, for working and protection
paths. There can be several schemes for this problem in our proposed disjoint pro-
tection scheme. High priority traffic can be recovered preferentially within a QoS
class, or working traffics of one QoS class can preempt another class’s protection
bandwidth. But, we introduce 3 schemes not using such QoS preemption.

   In scheme 1, only working capacity is changed with traffic variation and pro-
tection VPs are ignored and not changed. This scheme guarantees the original
working traffic, but fails to recover additional increased traffic of the working VPs.
After the next periods of reconfiguration by the NMC, the changed working VP
traffic is protected by re-assigned protection VP. Scheme 2 is a method that guar-
anteeing the full restoration of the traffic of working VPs. For this, we search the
route and the capacity of the working and protection path at the same time. When
the capacity of the working VPs increases so that the blocking rate is over the ac-
ceptable level, working capacity is increased and a new protection VP for the over-
flowed demand is searched and found. The route of the protection VP must be
disjoint with working VP. The capacity of the working VP is increased only when
protection path with required capacity is found successfully. In this scheme, in-
creasing cost is doubled as compared to first scheme. Scheme 3 is a method that
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excessively prepares protection bandwidth. When we assign protection bandwidth
in assignment time, the protection capacity is assigned over the amount of the
working capacity. As the working traffic increases, the protection path and capac-
ity are unchanged until working capacity is increased to the pre-assigned protection
capacity. When working capacity increases over the assigned capacity of the pro-
tection path, protection path and required capacity are searched as scheme 2. At
next re-assignment time by the NMC, protection capacity is re-assigned with ex-
cessively. So, this additional search of protection path and capacity can be mini-
mized. We simulate these 3 different schemes.
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Figure 5: Normalized working and protection network costs.

   Figure 5 is the simulation results. As the working traffic increases, the costs of
the scheme 2 and scheme 3 increases faster than that of scheme 1. The meeting
point of the two curves is different with the excess capacity ratio of the scheme 3.
This meeting point is below the preserved capacity ratio point. For example, the
curve of scheme 3 with 120% protection capacity meet with the curve of scheme 2
at the input load point of 1.05, and 130% is with the point of 1.15. So, we can de-
termine the required excess ratio of the preserved protection bandwidth by the
characteristics of the variation of the network traffic demand. The main objective
of the excess capacity assignment to protection path is to obtain lower control
costs. Because protection costs is not increased linearly with the excess assignment
ratio by the effect of sharing protection capacity, we can find the optimization
points of suitable protection capacity.

7. Conclusion

   A QoS restoration scheme for VP-based ATM networks using a fully disjoint
link or node protection path group scheme was proposed. This scheme increases
network cost somewhat, but the protection time can be reduced by the avoidance of
failure identification time. If full disjoint path would be difficult to apply, partial
disjoint path could be applied. Preparation of a multiple alternate disjoint path
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group scheme protects the cases of multiple failures but also increases network
costs. A scheme of selectively applying alternate number can reduce the protection
costs. QoS restoration is accomplished by preplanned protection path of same QoS
class. Finally, dynamic bandwidth control with excess capacity assignment to pro-
tection VPs increases initial network costs, but achieves simplified bandwidth con-
trol and can be cost effective in some situation where traffic is increased monotoni-
cally and its variation is fast and large. Further, it would be required that network
protection mechanism would be controlled by preparing restoration manager and
well defined protection MIB (Management Information Base) [17][18].
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